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ABSTRACT
Kass adjustment, a commonly used option, maximizes independence between the two branches of a decision tree
after any split, ut how well these adjustments work on interval and binary target variables is under-researched. This
paper describes split search algorithm in decision trees for selecting useful inputs, followed by comparing decision
tree results with and without Kass adjustments for a binary target variable and an interval target variable. In addition,
the paper also provides insights to Kass adjustments and Bonferroni correction in decision trees.

INTRODUCTION
Decision trees are one of the most important classification algorithms in data mining and machine learning
techniques. Decision trees are simple rules which are easy to explain and interpret. Thus, decision trees are one of
the most commonly used predictive modeling algorithms.
Before attempting to delineate the differences between the Kass adjustment or Bonferroni correction in decision
trees, it is advisable to understand how decision trees works, particularly with respect to how split search algorithm
works. When predicting new cases, the decision tree algorithm scores them using simple prediction rules. Decision
tree uses Split search algorithm to select the useful inputs. Split search algorithm is explained in detail later in this
paper. Typically, after selection of appropriate input variables, a decision tree builds the model on the selected
variables and prunes the tree to optimize the complexity.
A simple decision tree is shown below:

Figure 1. Example of a Decision Tree
The above decision tree can be interpreted by means of very simple rules. Target 0 indicates no admit and 1
indicates admit in the sample dataset. Then storm count, age and working days are the input variables to predict the
binary admit (how many people are admitted in a hospital) target variable.
If the storm count is greater than 2 and the age of a person is less than or equal to 17, the decision tree model
predicts that the person is likely to be admitted. Similarly, a storm count less than or equal to 2 and working days
greater than 10 also indicate that the person is likely to be admitted. By looking at the decision tree diagram as shown
above and/or English rules (as enumerated in the write-up), we can interpret the decision tree very easily.
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KASS ADJUSTMENTS
Before getting into the details of KASS adjustments, it is important to understand how split search algorithm works in
decision trees. To select useful inputs, decision tree use split - search algorithm. Split search starts by selecting an
input for creating splitting rule in the training data. If the selected input is an interval variable, each and every value in
the input variable serve as a potential split point for predicting target variable or if the input variable is categorical
input variable, the average value of the target is taken for each value in categorical input variable and the average
value will be served as a potential split point.
After selecting the split point, two groups of data (based on the two branches of the tree) will be generated. All the
records with smaller than the value of the split point is typically in the left branch of the tree and the records with
greater than the value of the split point are on the right branch of the tree. These two groups forms 2x2 contingency
table assuming that the target is a binary variable. Pearson chi-squared statistic is used to quantify the
independence, large value of chi squared statistic indicates that the proportion of zeros and ones in two branches is
very different. A large difference also indicates it is a good split since the results in the p-values being very small. The
log worth is calculated based on the p-value and used as the statistic for selecting split point.

Logworth must exceed threshold value in order for a split to occur. By default, the threshold value of log-worth is 0.7
in SAS® Enterprise miner.
The algorithm is much more complex than explained above. There are several other factors makes algorithm more
complicated including:
1.
2.

Tree settings, such as the minimum number of observations for a split and the minimum number of
observations in leaf and so on.
If an input variable is an interval variable, number of possible split point will increase since the number of
levels increase, the likelihood of obtaining significant value also increases. In this way, an input with a
multitude of unique input values has a higher chance of having larger logworth than an input with less
number of unique input values.

Kass adjustments and Bonferroni corrections are based on Boole’s inequality, also known as the union bound.
Boole’s inequality says that in any countable set of events, probability that at least one of those events happens is no
greater than the sum of the probabilities of individual events.
For n countable set of events x1, x2, x3...xn; we have:
P(Unxn)≤∑nP(xn)
Bonferroni correction is used to counteract the problem of multiple comparisons which is based on Boole’s inequality
explained above. Statisticians solved the problem of combining the results from multiple statistical tests with the aid of
Bonferroni correction.
Since each split point corresponds to a statistical test, Bonferroni corrections are automatically applied to the logworth
calculations. These corrections are called Kass adjustments, which penalize the inputs with many split points by
reducing the logworth. It reduces the logworth to an amount equal to log of the number of distinct input values. These
adjustments allow for a fair comparison of variables with high multitude and low multitude of unique values in input
variables. There are special ways of handling the data with missing values. Two sets of Kass adjusted logworth
values are typically calculated. These details are out of the scope of this paper.
After the first split, the significance of the secondary and the following splits depends on the significance of the earlier
splits. The split search algorithm again goes through a multiple comparison problem. To compensate, this algorithm
increases the threshold by an amount related to the number of splits.
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DATA
The dataset is related to weather and the health care usage facilities. The dataset is created from 5 different datasets
made available to student teams participating in the A2011 analytics shootout challenge. The final dataset contains
the information about weather, hospital admits, storm and population in a given particular area code and for each age
group. The target variable ‘admits’ contains the number of admits in a given particular area and in a particular age
group and for a particular DRG (type of disease). This paper discusses about the Kass adjustments hence it will not
go through the details of data preparation. A few of the important things are mentioned and relevant diagrams are
shown below.
‘Admits’ is an interval target variable, from ‘Admits’ a new binary target variable ‘isAdmit’ is created, which serves the
purpose of comparing the results of interval and binary target variables with and without Kass adjustments. Many
other new variables are created from the existing variables.
‘AdmitsProp’ a new interval target variable is created from admits (existing target variable) and population (total
population in that particular area) is created. ‘AdmitsProp’ contain the proportion of admits to the population in the
given area. This new variable has been created by looking at the normalized distribution charts of Admits in the data.
The new ‘AdmitsProp’ target variable was used for Kass adjustments comparison purposes.
In the ‘Admit’ target variable 73.59% of observations do not have any admits in the dataset. 24.52% of observations
have the number of admits as one and the rest 1.89 % of observations contains admits ranging from 2 to 14. The
distribution of admits is highly right skewed, high number of admits are very rare and mostly occur in densely
populated areas. In the Figure 2 we can have look at the number of admits and number of observations pertaining to
Admit.

Figure 2. Admit (target variable) frequency chart
Data is normalized by calculating new target variable ‘AdmitsProp’. The new variable is the proportion of
admits to the population per 10,000 (ten thousand). Even though the distribution of admits proportion is also highly
skewed with 99.49% of admits proportion concentrated to 0- 60 with a few exceptional cases like 2500, 5000, 10000
etc. The reason behind this is the high number of admits in low populated areas.
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Figure 3. AdmitsProp variable distribution
For better results and for better comparison purposes the outliers were removed before proceeding further. The new
interval target variable ‘AdmitsProp’ contains the values in the range of zero to two hundred only.

Figure 4. admitsprop after distribution after filtering and transforming
After the preparation of final dataset our first task in this dataset is to look for any inconsistencies, errors or
extreme values in the data. Frequency distribution, descriptive statistics, cross tab and multiplot nodes were used in
order to analyze and various techniques used for fixing the issues. A few of the important things are noted down
below:


Missing values in storm are replaced with ‘0’ indicates ‘no storms’



Missing values in weather are replaced by the average value of temperatures in that particular area code
and in that particular month.
Minimum incubation is deleted since every value is 1.




We can see a high number of admits in months 2,3,11 and 12 and we can observe less admits in months 6
and 7. Admits has shown seasonality in the sample data.
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We have less percentage of missing values in sn0-sn5; ah0-ah5; al0-al4; atd0-atd4; dl0-dl4; htd0-htd4; mh0mh4; ml0-ml4; prcp0-prcp4 and are replaced by the mean.



‘AdmitsProp’ only has 0.224% of values which are greater than 200, they were removed, thus improving
skewness.
Different transformations were applied to different variables in order to improve the model performance.



The following is the screen shot of the data preparation:

Figure 5. Data Preparation
Data understanding is performed by running the following nodes in the enterprise miner:

Figure 6. Data Understanding

METHODOLOGY
The comparison Kass adjustments/Bonferroni correction for binary/interval target variable is done based on the
following methodology. Decision tree in enterprise comes with various options. Apart from changing the number of
branches we have various options. For categorical input SAS® offers three different spilt worth criteria, they are
ProbChiSq, Gini and Entropy. It is well-known that they give similar results if the number of levels in each categorical
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input is similar. We also have option to turn on/off the Bonferroni Adjustment. By using this option we can compare
how these adjustments work on binary/interval target variable.
My goal is to compare the results by turning on and off the Bonferroni Adjustment for binary and interval target
variable, thus comparing the results.
The first task is to compare the results of binary target variable with and without Bonferroni Adjustment. The first three
nodes Figure 7 are Entropy, Gini and ProbChiSq models with Bonferroni Adjustment and the other three nodes are
without Bonferroni Adjustment.

Figure 7. Binary target with/without Bonferroni Adjustment
The ProbChiSq with Bonferroni Adjustment is selected as the best model from the model comparison node. The
properties of the selected model are:

Figure 8. Properties of ProbChiSq model with Bonferroni Adjustment
Bonferroni Adjustment in the properties panel is changed to no for the other three decision trees.
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The next task is to compare the results interval target variable with and without Bonferroni Adjustment. The first three
nodes in Figure 9 are Entropy, Gini and ProbChiSq models with Bonferroni Adjustment and the other three nodes are
without Bonferroni Adjustment.
Please refer results section for the comparison how Bonferroni Adjustment/Kass adjustments improved the results of
binary target variable and interval target variable.

Figure 9. Interval target with/without Bonferroni Adjustment
Properties of ProbChiSq model without Bonferroni Adjustment are shown below:

Figure 10. ProbChiSq properties without Bonferroni Adjustment
RESULTS
For simplification purposes this paper compares the results selected model with/without Bonferroni Adjustment for
each binary and interval target variable. Kass adjustments improved the results in all other models too. The models
built for comparison purposes are very simple with properties, maximum branch of 2 and maximum depth of 6.
Results of binary target variable are shown below:
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Figure 11. Results of binary target variable
Valid: Average Squared Error is the selection criteria for selecting the model, model comparison selected ProbChiSq
with Bonferroni Adjustment as the best model. Valid average squared error of the selected model is 0.184616, but
when you look at the train: average squared error used for the model building the average squared error of the
selected model with and without Bonferroni are 0.191533 and 0.191567 respectively. Train average squared error
has shown significant improvement by including Bonferroni Adjustment. Train average squared error improved
0.000037.
Results of interval target variable are shown below:

Figure 12. Results of interval target variable
Valid: Average Squared Error is the selection criteria for selecting the model, model comparison selected ProbChiSq
with Bonferroni Adjustment as the best model. Valid average squared error of the selected model is 0.810779, but
when you look at the train: average squared error used for the model building the average squared error of the
selected model with and without Bonferroni are 0.909794 and 0.909822 respectively. Train average squared error
has shown significant improvement by including Bonferroni Adjsutment. Train average square error is improved
0.000028.

CONCLUSION
Kass adjustments showed some significant improvement in both binary and interval target variables. But it has shown
better improvement in the binary target variable than the interval target variable.
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